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● “[N]othing,” asserts David Williams, author of Cairns: Messengers in Stone, “is more 
reassuring than finding a cairn” (2012, 11).

● The term “cairn” (rooted in the medieval Scottish Gaelic word “carn”, meaning “heap 
of stones”) refers to a deliberately-constructed pile of rocks.

● Used to mark locations, delineate routes, serve as spiritual offerings, and/or merely 
entertain or amuse, cairns are one of mankind’s most universal and universally-
recognizable symbols, present to offer passers-by guidance and hope.

● Although names and purposes vary worldwide, rock piles share at least three 
attributes:

○ visually, they stand out from the horizon or surroundings;
○ in so doing, they differentiate otherwise unintelligible space and create 

distinctive places;
○ and even in the most far-flung and/or wildest locations, they serve as 

reminders of near-ubiquitous human presence on the planet and stand as 
testaments to a seemingly innate desire to make our presence known.



● First and foremost, cairns are navigational tools. Worldwide, people trying to move 
through treeless landscapes such as tundras, deserts, mountain ridges, or 
shorelines—places where even well-traveled paths may not be well-worn—rely on 
rock piles to mark safe passage along reliable routes.

○ Cairns prove especially useful in areas that are prone to bad weather—
places where fog, rain, and/or snow perpetually disorient travelers or leave 
them isolated in viewsheds that only extend out a few feet at a time.

○ Basque sheepherders, for example, use “stone boys” (harri mutilak) to 
demarcate borders and serve as navigational references on foggy days, 
while Icelandic travelers follow evenly-spaced stone and turf “guardians” 
(vörður) across stormy highlands (Williams 2012 and Mizin 2013, 
respectively).

● In addition to their roles as geographic markers or waypoints, cairns can also 
protect food, clothing, navigational tools, and/or messages.

○ Historically, polar explorers cached food and personal, scientific, and 
navigational notes in rock piles, while desert wayfarers stored water in the 
shade of stone structures or used properly-positioned cairns as 
condensation-catchers.

○ Equally importantly, sturdy rock piles can deter scavengers from reaching 
human remains, or at least stand as lasting memorials to the dead, best 
exemplified by elaborate, multichambered, Neolithic and Bronze Ages stone



tombs found throughout the United Kingdom.
● While they may exist primarily for utilitarian purposes, cairns are often imbued with 

sociocultural significance and/or steeped in sociocultural lore.
○ Many are believed to provide magical protection—an ability to save people 

from malevolent spirits, as in the case of Icelandic vörður, and/or to offer 
healing to travelers, as with Arctic tunillarvik.



● On a deeper level, some are crucial elements of sacred geography, built to indicate 
the location of important ceremonies, as do Mongolian sky-spirit “magnificent 
bundles” (ovoo), or serve as ritual gateways to a spirit world, as with Arctic 
shamans’ tupqujaq (Williams 2012, 124 and Hallendy 2009, respectively).

● In some cases, the stones themselves become sacred: for example, the Klamath 
and Modoc peoples of Oregon and California have such deep reverence for their 
cairns that they have a taboo against touching or even photographing them (Haynal 
2000).

○ More often, holiness or supernatural qualities supplement but do not 
supersede cairns’ more practical purposes. For example, piles of old prayer 
stones in northeastern Tibet are, according to writer and naturalist Craig 
Childs, “meant for use. Truck drivers…pulled out these…stones and poured 
them into ruts. Monks had told me this is what they are for, to usher prayers 
into the world” (2012, 240).

● Perhaps the most widely-recognized, multi-purposed, and enigmatic of stone 
structures are the inuksuit (singular inuksuk) of Arctic peoples of Alaska, northern 
Canada, and Greenland.

○ These “person-substitutes” (McNeill 2004) or “things that act for or perform 
the function of a person” (Hallendy 2009) (the kind depicted on the flag of 
Nunavut, not the controversial figure used as a logo for the Vancouver 2010 
Winter Olympics, which was, technically, a human-shaped inunngiiaq



[Hallendy 2000; McNeill 2004]) serve multiple purposes, all of which are 
imbued with deep meaning (Hallendy 2009; Graburn 2004).

○ At their simplest, inuksuit serve as landmarks, erected by Arctic peoples to 
identify locations and/or biogeophysical features. “They mark trails, delineate 
spiritual precincts, herd caribou, and locate good hunting and fishing,” writes 
ethnohistorian Norman Hallendy, adding that they can indicate, among other 
attributes: snow depth, ice characteristics, safe or dangerous passages 
across rivers or ice, and polar orientation (2009, 80). Hallendy also describes 
inuksuit as “material forms of oral tradition” and, even more abstractly, as “a 
metaphor”, there to “remind [the elders] … of the time when people were 
attached to the land by an unbroken thread of reverence, when they…placed 
huge inuksuit on hilltops… and communicated by rearranging or shaping 
fragments of the landscape” (2000, 23 and 63, respectively.) For Arctic 
peoples, following an inuksuk is an act of ritual, leading them through both 
space and time, connecting them to generations of others who’ve found 
themselves in the same place.

● In a broader sense, to follow any cairn is an act of friendship and faith—a way of 
moving through a sometimes harsh and unfamiliar world by trusting in others’ wisdom 
and guidance.



● “Like much rock work,” cairn construction is, according to trails experts with the 
Appalachian Mountain Club (AMC), “as much an art as a science” (Lentz 2007, 26).

○ Unlike monumental architecture or infrastructure, cairns do not require 
elaborate equipment or superhuman strength to build—only sweat, 
patience, an eye for design, and a touch of luck.

○ To be able to withstand the vagaries of weather (and the occasional vandal, 
or at least individuals who curiously or unknowingly push or prod), cairns 
must be made up of what Hallendy calls “the perfect balance of stones 
selected and arranged with great care” (2000, 21).

● Before beginning the stone-selection and arrangement—the actual construction—
cairn-builders must carefully consider sites and sight-lines. Navigational aids must 
be visible from the neighboring structures so that travelers will be always able to 
see at least one pile ahead, in either direction.

● For this to be so, cairns must stand out against the horizon and/or be made of 
material of a different color, texture, or pattern than the surrounding scene. The 
placement of non-directional cairns—shrines, burial mounds, or commemorative 
stacks—must also reflect an understanding of a place’s personal or cultural 
significance.

○ For example, cairns to which travelers give offerings and pray for safety in 
treacherous terrain in the Andes are most commonly situated at the crest of 
a mountain pass or at a trail junction (Jett 1986)—places where people are



in greatest need of assistance.
○ Alternatively, Hallendy notes that inuksuit “tend to be plentiful at places were 

[sic] people have waited… It’s at the waiting places where you can 
sometimes find…the most beautiful kind of inuksuk” (2000, 27).



● Just as a cairn-builder chooses a location based on a mix of personal, cultural, and 
environmental factors, they design their pile depending on its purpose, available 
source material, and local cultural or artistic traditions.

● There are a few distinctive styles, ranging from Arctic people’s human-like 
inunngiiaq to Acadia National Park’s iconic “Bates cairns” (two-legged platforms 
with pointer-rocks, first designed and built by early-20th century trailmaker Waldron 
Bates).

● These are exceptions to “tapering piles”—a wide, circular base supporting 
subsequently smaller-diameter layers—which are, by and large, the most common 
cairn design worldwide (Williams 2012).

○ Although they are comparatively easy to build, balance, and scale, 
construction of tapering cairns still requires a great deal of forethought, 
effort, skill, and patience.

○ The AMC’s Handbook spells out their standards:“Cairns should be … 
almost as wide at the base as they are high… Large, flat rocks should be 
used…Use as large stones as possible for the base. Each layer should 
slope slightly to the center…, so that gravity will stabilize the cairn …Build 
up successive layers making sure that each joint is bridged by a stone. 
Each stone should also have at least three points of contact with underlying 
stones” (Lentz 2007, 26).

● Only after testing the stability of the cairn—by standing on it, to see whether pieces



slide away or the entire form collapses—can a cairn builder’s attention turn to the 
overall appearance: “you can try putting small stones in gaps for aesthetic reasons,” 
the AMC manual concedes, and consider “search[ing] for a white rock to place on 
top…for visibility” (Lentz 2007, 26).



● What David Williams calls an “epidemic of stacked stone” is afflicting protected 
areas around the United States (2012, 109). Although recreational stone-stacking is 
also increasing in other parts of the world, it’s especially popular in American 
national and state parks, which have recently seen a proliferation of visitor-built 
cairn-like sculptures and, with them, a suite of environmental, recreational, and 
aesthetic impacts.

● At first glance, building a personal cairn or rock sculpture would seem an innocuous 
or even admirable pursuit—a way for individuals to interact with and deepen their 
relationship with wild spaces and/or public places.

○ To some people, stone-stacking is “a way of honoring an urgent inner soul 
demand to be more balanced, quiet, still, and centered” (quoted in Williams 
2012, 105), a way to “leave something in the landscape artfully altered” (an 
editor’s addendum to an essay on “Rock Stacking and the Art of Balance”, 
Rogers 2013), and/or “part of the human condition… this is humans 
expressing their bliss” (according to a High Country News reader, “M 
Pinenut”, response to Martin 2015).

● To others, though, erection of personal cairns is an unnecessary, disrespectful, and 
damaging pursuit. “Stop the rock-stacking[!]” exasperated writer Robyn Martin 
urged in a High Country News opinion piece (2015), eliciting vehement praise and 
equally-vehement admonition from more than two hundred agitated readers.

○ Martin lists several problems associated with structures that she dismisses



as New Agey “prayer stone stacks” and/or manifestations of selfishness: 
“First, if [rock stacks are] set in a random place, they can lead an 
unsuspecting hiker into trouble, away from the trail... Second, we go to 
wilderness to remove ourselves from the human saturation of our lives, not to 
see mementoes from other people's lives”; moreover, “[m]oving rocks 
increases erosion by exposing the soil underneath” and can destroy the 
burrows of insects or small mammals (Martin 2015).

○ In addition to the social and ecological concerns Martin describes, pseudo-
cairns belittle indigenous cultures. When non-Inuit outsiders build inauthentic 
inuksuit-like structures just for fun, for example, Inuit elders fear that their 
material culture is being disrespectfully appropriated (McNeill 2004). 
Similarly, native Hawaiians feel that visitor-built recreational cairns 
delegitimize traditional native ahu and desecrate sacred places (Hawaiian 
Volcano Observatory 2005).



● In public parks and preserves, land managers use a mix of education and 
regulation to try to prevent visitors from illegally tampering with legitimate cairns 
and/or erecting personal sculptures.

○ For example, in Hawaii Volcanoes National Park, where stone-stacking 
visitors were peeling stones off lava flows, “eras[ing] geologic history” and 
“destroy[ing] important archaeological evidence”, personnel began 
dismantling new structures, posted “no rock stacking” signs, and issued a 
news release pleading: “Respect the Land, Honor the Culture, Leave the 
Rocks in the Rightful Place” (Hawaiian Volcano Observatory 2005).

● Outreach materials politely explain the difference between legitimate ahu and 
tourist-built heaps, describe the impacts of improperly-built structures, and sternly 
inform visitors of a federal law prohibiting “disturbing from its natural state all 
mineral resources” (Hawaii Volcanoes 2005).

● Meanwhile, officials at Acadia National Park face a mix of vandals knocking over 
trail cairns as well as visitors out “pil[ing] rocks on ridgetops and cobblestone 
beaches, not knowing that violates park rules, or that it may offend others” (Acadia 
2015).

○ Rangers have spent years trying to find the most effective ways to educate 
the public and mitigate the damage, but sometimes wonder if “‘[i]t is a waste 
of our time when somebody is undoing the work that [we] do on a daily 
basis’” (quoted in Acadia 2015).



● It's not just about the rocks, or even the environmental, cultural, and social impacts 
of stone-stacking, according to Charlie Jacobi, the former Resource Specialist at 
Acadia—the larger issue centers on “‘stewardship of public lands and…places we 
love and go to’” (quoted in Acadia 2015).

○ He cites the principles of the “Leave No Trace” Center for Outdoor Ethics, a 
widely-accepted program that “teaches people…how to enjoy the outdoors 
responsibly” (LNT n.d.).

○ Most notably, the principle “Leave What You Find” urges outdoor 
recreationists not to take or alter existing objects or features, or return 
temporary alterations to pre-use conditions (i.e. disassemble stone 
sculptures before leaving) to preserve natural and cultural integrity. Put 
bluntly by Martin: stone stacks are “unnecessary marker[s] of humanity... 
Pointless cairns are simply pointless reminders of the human ego” (2015).

● “Pointlessness” is at the heart of the dispute. Is stacking stones a universal instinct 
practiced by peoples worldwide for millennia, a right of self-expression, and/or an 
emerging aesthetic?

● Or is piling rocks for no utilitarian or symbolic purpose an exercise in selfishness 
and disregard for ecological and/or cultural landscapes? Researchers agree that 
traditionally-built cairns serve as important navigational cues and reflect meaningful 
environmental perceptions, but where do personal rock sculptures fit in, both 
figuratively and geographically?



● Are there places or spaces that aren’t meant to be humanized?


